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ON THE HYPERGRAPHS AND CANDIDATE KEYS
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Abstract. The combinatorial problems are interesting in the relational datamodel. The
theory of hypergraphs was a very useful tool for the solution of combinatorial problems.
The transversal and the minimal transversal are important concepts in this theory.
In this paper, base on hypergraph we give some new characterizations of the set the
candidate keys in the relational datamodel. .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let us give some necessary definitions that are used in the next sections. The
concepts give in this session can be found in [1,2,3,4,7,9,10,15,16,17].
Let R be a nonempty finite set and P(R) is power set. The family H = {Ei :
E, E P(R), i = 1, ... , m} is called a hypergraph over R if E; ::j: 0. (In [4] author
requires that the union of Eta is R. In this paper we do not).
A hyperaph H is simlpe if Et C Ej implies i = J.
The elements of R are called vertices, and the sets Et, ... , Em are the edges of
the hypergraph H.
It is easy to seen that a simple graph is simple hypergraph with IEtl = 2.
Let H = {El, ... , Em} be a hypergraph over R. Set
m(H) = {Et EH: Ej EH: Ej C Et}
It can be seen that m(H) is simple hypergraph and the family H uniquely
determines the family m (H) .
Let H be a hypergraph over R. A set A ~ R is called a stransversal of H
(Sometime it is called a hitting set) if E E H implies An E ::j: 0.
The family of all minimal transversals of H is called the transversal hypergraph
of H, and denoted by tr(H). Clearly, tr(H) is a simple hypergraph.
Let R = {all ... , an} be a nonempty finite set of attributes. A functional
dependency is a statement of the from A ~ B, where A, B ~ R. The FD A ~ B
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holds in a relation r = {hI, ... , hm} over R if Yhi, hj E r we have hi(a) = hj(a)
for all a E A impiles hi(b) = hj(b) for all b E B. We also say that r satisfies the
FD A ---7 B.
Let F; be a family of all FDs that hold in r. Then F = F; satisfile
(1) A ---7 A E F,
(2) (A ---7 B E F, B ---7 C E F) * (A ---7 C E F),
(3) (A ---7 B E F', A ~ C, D ~ B) * (C ---7 D E F),
(4) (A ---7 B E F, C ---7 D E F) * (A U C ---7 BUD) E F.
A family of FDs satisfl.ying (1) - (4) is called an I-family (some times it is
called the full family) over R.
Clearly, F; is an F-family over R. It is known [1] that if F is an arbitrary
I-family, then there is a relation rover R such that F; = F.
Given a family F of FDs, there exists an unique minimal I-family F+ that
contains F. It can be seen that F+ contain all FDs which can be derived from F
by the rules (1) - (4).
A relation scheme s is a pair (R, F) where R is a set of attributes, and F is
a set of FDs over R. Denote A+ = {a : A ---7 {a} E F+}. A is called the closure
of A over s. It is clear that A ---7 B E F+ iff B ~ A+.
Clearly, if s = (R, F) be a relation scheme, then there is a relation rover R
such that F; = F+ (see [1]).
Let r be a relation, s = (R, F) be a relation scheme. Then A is a key of r (a
key of s) if A ---7 B E F; (A ---7 R E F+). A is a candidate key of r(s) if A is a key
of r(s) and any proper subset of A is not a key of r(s).
Denote K r (K s) the set of all candidate keys of r( s).
It can be seen that K«, K; are simple hypergraph over R.
Let I ~ P(R), REI, and A, BEl * An BEl. I is called a meet-
semilattice over R. Let M ~ P(R). Denote M+ = {nM :M ~ M}. We say that
M is generator of I if M+ = I. Note that R E M+ but not in M by convention
it is the intersection of the empty collection of sets.
Dentote N = {A El: A =J n{A ~ I : A C A'}}. It can be seen that N is the
unique minimal generator of I.
2. HYPERGRAPHS AND CANDIDATE KEYS
The keys and the candidate keys play an essential role in the relational data-
model. They are used to distinguish, find, magage records in relations.
Base on serults, prensented in [18], in this section, we give some new charac-
terrizations and the properties on the candidate keys.
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Let s = (R, F) be a relation scheme and r a relation over R. For every A ~ R,
set I(A) = {a ER: A ~ {a} ~ F+}. Then I(A) is called the independent set of
s. For r, put I(A) = {a: A ~ {a} ~ Fr}.
Denote by Is the family of all independent sets of s,
Set m(s) = {B E Is : B =1= 0, :lC E Isn : C CB}. m(s) is called the family of
all independent sest of s.
It can be seen that Ais a key of s if and only if I(A) = 0.
Denote by I; and m(r) the family of all independent sets of s,
Set m(s) = {B E Is : B =1= 0, :lC E Is : C CB}. m(s) is called the family of
all independent sets of s,
It can be seen that A is a key of s and only if I(A) = 0
Denote by I; and m(r) the family of all independents sedt and the family of
all independent sets of r.
Theorem 2.1. Let s = (R, F) be a relation scheme over R. Then
tr(Ks) = m(s) .
Proof: Clearly, m( s) is a simple hypergraph over R. It can be seen that from the
definitions of Is and keys, if D E Is and D =1= 0, then R - D is closure over s.
Consequently, R - A is not a keys of s (*).
Assume that A is an element of tr(Ks), i.e., for all B E K, : A n B =1= 0,
and it is minimal for this property. From these, we can see that R - A is not a
key od s. Clearly, A =1= 0. Hence, (R - A)+ =1= R holds. If R - A C (R - A)+,
then R - (R - A)+ n B =1= 0 for all B E Ks. This contradicts A E tr(Ks). Thus,
R - A = (R - A)+ holds. According to the definition of the independent set there
is a C such that I( C) = A. Thus, A E Is holds.
Suppose that there exists a D =1= 0, D E Is and DcA. From (*) R - D is not
a key of S. Consequently, D is a transversal of Ks' This contracdicts A E tr(Ks).
Hence, A E m(s) holds.
Conversely, assuma that a E m(s). It is obvious that A =1= O. According to (*)
we obtain An B =1= 0 for all B E «; Thus, A is transversal of «;
Suppose that there is D E tr(Ks) and DcA. By the above proof we obtain
D E in.(s). This conflicts with the fact that m(s) is a simple hypergraph. Hence,
A E tr(Ks) holds. Our proof is complete.
It is know [4] that if H, H' are two simple hypergaphs over R, then H
tr{H') if and only if H' = tr(H). From this, we obtain
Corollary 2.2. Let s == (R, F) be a relation scheme over R. Then Ks
tr(m(s)).
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Remark 2.3. Let H be a simple hypergraph over R. We define the next family
of H, denoted H-1, as follows:
H-1 = {A eR: (B E H) => (N i A) and (A c C) => (:lB E H)(B ~ C)}.
It is easy to see that H-1 is also simple hypergraph over R.
It can be seen that if H is a simple hypergraph over R, then from the definition
of tr(H) we obtain H-1 = {R - A : A E tr(H)}.
Remark 2.4. Let s = (R, F) be a relation scheme over R.
Set Zs = {A+ : A eR}, i.e., Zs is the set of all closure of s. Put T; = {A E Zs
A =I R :l E Zs : A CB}. Thus, T; is the set of all maximal element of Zs - R. By
the definition of the independent set of s, we can see that T',= {R-B :B E m(s)}.
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